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AUSTRALIA

Premier Investments: All About The Margin
Following another impressive trading update from Premier Investments, brokers have been left to question the
sustainability of ‘exceptional’ gross margin expansion.
-Premier Investments' profit margin in second half FY21 to date up over 380bps
-Management has guided towards a near-doubling of profit in FY21
-Debate among brokers is whether margins can stay (much) higher for longer
By Mark Story
Due to cost control, including cheaper rents coupled with the quality and efficiency of its highly profitable
online platform, Premier Investments ((PMV)) is arguably one of the biggest ASX-listed retail beneficiaries of
the pandemic.
Premier’s major investment is in clothing retailer Just Group, and its second consists of 28% stake in electrical
consumer products manufacturer Breville Group ((BRG)).
Just Group operates specialty retail brands Just Jeans, Jay Jays, Portman’s, Jacqui E, Peter Alexander, Dotti
and Smiggle, currently operating over 1,200 stores globally including approximately 60 stores in South Africa
via a joint venture.
Despite store closures in the UK and Melbourne, sales over the first 18 weeks are 15.8% higher than the same
period two years ago. Having run a continuum of strong sales throughout the covid recovery, Premier is now
forecasting a near doubling of its full-year profits.
In a recent trading update, Premier revealed that its sales from the end of January, including milestone sales
during the Easter holidays and Mother’s Day, were up 70%.
But despite the favourable retail backdrop being experienced across Australia, Smiggle stores in the UK and
Ireland were closed throughout the March quarter. However, During April and May Premier reopened all 122
Smiggle stores in both countries.
Since then trading in these stores has been in line with management's expectations. However in Asia, Smiggle
remains severely impacted due to ongoing government mandated-covid restrictions which the company
believes will continue until at least the end of FY21.
With Smiggle being a significant driver of valuation, uncertainty with respect to near-term performance,
especially in international markets, supports Credit Suisse’s decision to retain a Neutral rating (target price
$26.70).
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Strong demand continues into winter
Assuming there are no more lockdowns, Premier expects earnings (EBIT) for the 12 months to the end of July
to be between $340-$360m, which represents an 82%-92% jump on last year’s earnings of $187.2m. Within its
recent trading update, Premier also cited both strong demand for winter product ranges across all brands, and
strong online sales growth.
Driving the expected earnings range of $340m-$360m for FY21 was gross margin expansion, with second half
FY21 season to date experiencing additional gross margin expansion of more than 380bps versus second half
FY20 and second half FY19. Equally helpful was the continued rebasing of rents, on agreements reached with
landlords.
Citi sees reduced promotional intensity as sales momentum continues, as the key driver of earnings upgrades,
and expects 460bps of gross margin expansion in the second half FY21, and long term gross margins to be 90bps
above pre-covid levels. As a result. Citi has upgraded retail earnings by 9% in FY21, and 11% in FY22.
The broker sees limited risk to the current environment of elevated consumer spending as international
borders remain closed, and expects second half FY21 trends of strong sales to continue into FY22.
But at 20x underlying price to earnings ratio, Citi concludes investors are reliant on upgrades to longer term
earnings to drive further upside, and maintains a Neutral rating on the company (target price $27.40).
The broker values the company at 24.1x FY23 earnings, a -15% discount to the broader market.
Higher margin sustainability
Due to this long-term rental rebasing, plus the impact of the higher margin online channel and brand
competitiveness, Macquarie is confident Premier can deliver margins in FY22 and onwards in excess of those
pre-pandemic.
Macquarie now expects the full second half FY21 gross margin to exceed second half 2020 and second half 2019
by 580bps and 380bps respectively. Macquarie interprets the depth of discounting lagging pre-pandemic levels
to reflect the strong A&NZ performance.
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to reflect the strong A&NZ performance.
Following the trading update, the broker has revised earnings for Peter Alexander, Smiggle and apparel brands
by 4%, 3% and 1% respectively in FY21, and 4%, 4% and 1% respectively in FY22. As a result, the broker’s
forecasted earnings (EBIT) are up 3% and 4% for FY21 and FY22 respectively. Macquarie maintains an
Outperform rating on the company (Target price $27.33).
The broker suspects the key contributors to this gross margin performance for the half are higher margin
brands such as Peter Alexander, and an investment in high quality product. Macquarie also identifies growth in
“highly profitable” online sales as another key driver.
While Jarden expects top-line momentum to slow, the broker also believes the margin mix should continue to
improve as global markets for Smiggle such as the UK and Asia reopen, and retains an Overweight rating
(target price $31.80).
But while earnings guidance implies a materially higher profit margin versus FY20, Credit Suisse suspects there
is likely to be investor debate over the sustainability of elevated margins. Nearer term, Jarden sees key
catalysts being consensus upgrades into FY22 on underestimation of the reopening benefit, further news of
more wholesale doors for Smiggle, and likely currency tailwinds.
But in Credit Suisse’s view, while a gross margin is likely to normalise over time, a higher level online
penetration is supportive of stronger profit margins versus pre-covid. The broker also notes Premier will incur
an -$15.6m expense in second half 2021 related to repayment of JobKeeper payments.
Echoing similar concerns over gross margins, Bell Potter believes the ‘exceptional’ gross margin lift is a
function of consumers being on a mission to purchase, with more savings. Bell Potter continues to focus on
valuation on a normalised earnings base, which the broker believes fair, and retains a Hold rating (price target
$26.10).
Following Premier’s earnings guidance Bell Potter adjusted FY21 and FY22 earnings per share by 7.9% and 3.0%
respectively.
Goldman Sachs has also revised earnings forecasts to reflect the stronger higher margin sales, a more than
expected number of stores in Smiggle and gross margin expansion in FY21. Overall, the broker increases FY21
earnings forecast by 12.0% and for FY22 by 2.5%.
Despite the significant step-down in earnings margins over FY22 and FY23, Goldman Sachs notes this still
implies a permanent improvement in earnings margins by around 110bps.
Goldman Sachs expects heightened margins to normalise into FY22 and FY23, and retains a Sell
recommendation. The broker’s target price of $21.10 implies potential double-digit downside.
Shift online and rental rebasing
Macquarie now expects total online sales growth of 5% in second half FY21 versus second half FY20, with
growth skewed to Smiggle with lockdowns offshore. Macquarie also expects group penetration of circa 19% in
second half FY21 versus 25.4% in second half FY20 and 12.3% in second half FY19.
Macquarie continues to view FY21 as a period of peak margins and profit levels with the impacts of
concessions related to covid, such as one-off rental concessions, with margins and profit levels to compress
relative to FY21 in FY22 accordingly.
However, with the shift to the higher margin online channel and the impact of rental rebasing, the broker
expects margins post FY22 to exceed those pre-pandemic. Macquarie expects group online penetration to be
around 17% of sales in FY22 versus 20% in first half FY21, 25.4% in second half FY20, and 11.7% in FY19.
Due to the shift online and lower rent-to-sales, Citi has also upgraded FY23 earnings by 4% on structurally
higher retail earnings margins.
The consensus target combining six brokers on the FNArena database currently stands at $27.22, but Ord
Minnett and Morgan Stanley are yet to respond to the trading update. Bell Potter, Goldman Sachs and Jarden
are not monitored daily and therefore not included in FNArena's consensus calculations.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Opportunity For ResMed Following Philips
Recall
ResMed has reported increased engagement with potential CPAP customers as a result of the Philips recall,
although the opportunity could be limited by supply constraints
-Supply constraints may limit upside for ResMed from the Philips recall
-Possible that some of the customer transfer may be permanent
-Launch of AirSense 11 could have a positive impact on market share
By Eva Brocklehurst
An opportunity beckons for ResMed ((RMD)) as competitor Philips has issued a recall notice for the majority of
devices affected by sound abatement foam degradation among its first generation DreamStation products.
Philips is advising patients to discontinue the use of the affected devices having determined that, based on
testing, there will possible risks related to the type of foam being used. This is despite a low complaint rate,
and the company plans to increase production of its new DreamStation 2 CPAP (continuous positive airway
pressure) device which is not affected by the problem.
Both ResMed and Fisher & Paykel Healthcare ((FPH)) have reported increased engagement with customers as a
result of this issue, although Citi notes the impact on the latter will be minimal given it only sells CPAP devices
in the private pay market in the US.

In a normal year, ResMed's revenue is split around 50% to devices, 40% to masks and 10% to
software-as-a-service. CPAP and Bi-Level products make up nearly all of the device sales. Goldman Sachs
expects both companies will use the opportunity to overcome at least some of the deficit in sales persisting
from a lower rate of new patient diagnoses.
Nevertheless, global supply pressures relating to component shortages may limit the upside. ResMed has
indicated any allocation to filling enquiries associated with the Philips recall will be directed to the highest
5

acuity needs, signalling ventilators would be at the top of the list.
Ord Minnett acknowledges gains in sales for ResMed will be countered by supply constraints but the
opportunity is potentially worth more than US$500m. It is also fairly weighted between the US and other
markets. While the US market may be larger, the benefit to ResMed is offset by competition from the new
DreamStation 2 device and gains from the recall are likely to peak in the first half of FY22.
Positive Sentiment
Goldman Sachs retains a Neutral rating on ResMed because recovery in new patient diagnoses has lagged other
elective demand. Consequently, momentum in masks has been affected by the loss of cumulative diagnoses
and it may be several quarters yet before growth returns to the 3-year quarterly average of around 14%.
Still, market share gains stemming from the Philips recall could bridge the gap until diagnoses recover to
pre-pandemic levels. Costs are also growing ahead of revenue, which Goldman Sachs asserts is an unusual
dynamic for ResMed and one that may persist through to the end of FY22.
The stock has materially outperformed, despite an uncertain recovery in both sales and margins, and valuation
continues to set all-time highs, so the broker currently envisages more attractive risk/reward elsewhere in the
sector.
Longer term Goldman Sachs, not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on the FNArena database,
remains positive and notes ResMed is a clear leader in an attractive market, retaining a target of $28.40.
The recall is positive for sentiment and Citi highlights the June quarter will mark the largest comparable
period since the outbreak of the pandemic in terms of ventilators sold. After this the ventilator impact should
be minimal and the company will start to cycle lower base comparables.
Citi expects new patients will buy disproportionately more ResMed devices, providing a much higher market
share and it is possible some of this may become permanent. Still, it is premature to allow for this until there
is a full response from Philips, which could take six months.
Ord Minnett is more assertive about the opportunity to expand ResMed's leading position in the sleep apnoea
market as Philips faces a potential impact on reputation, given patients have been exposed to possible
carcinogenic particles.
Based on inventory at the end of the March quarter and allowing for a month of production in transit, Ord
Minnett estimates ResMed has US$130-150m in devices on hand, equivalent to US$170-200m in sales.
The broker believes the roll-out of the AirSense 11 CPAP device commencing in the second half can be
managed with a view to maximising share, although ResMed will face some soft sales ahead of the full launch.
FNArena's database has three Buy ratings and three Hold. The consensus target is $28.92, signalling -4.6%
downside to the last share price. Targets range from $27.40 (Morgan Stanley) to $32.00 (Ord Minnett).
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Insurers Grapple With Costs And Competition
As Victoria's floods signal the end of FY21, Australia's general insurers are having to grapple with price pressure
on reinsurance as well as heightened competition in some segments
-Reinsurance pricing pressure likely for domestic insurers in FY22
-Upside risk for Suncorp includes capital management
-Competition stepping up in commercial motor insurance
By Eva Brocklehurst
Flooding in Victoria is the latest event for domestic general insurers to grapple with in FY21, with the
Insurance Council of Australia declaring the event a catastrophe on June 14.
Suncorp Group ((SUN)) has announced catastrophe costs to May are $955m and the maximum potential loss
from Victoria's floods is likely to be $50m. Goldman Sachs calculates there could be a -1% hit to FY21 earnings
per share should costs come close to $1.02bn for the year.
The broker believes there is potential for even more downside for Insurance Australia Group ((IAG)),
estimating there could be -4-7% downside risk to forecasts if June quarter non-attritional costs are similar to
Suncorp's.
On the other hand, Morgan Stanley envisages only modest downside risk to earnings for both companies, having
already expected Suncorp would exceed its catastrophe budget by $50m. Neither will need to purchase
additional reinsurance from the remainder of FY21 but there is likely to be reinsurance pricing pressure for
domestic insurers at the renewal date of July 1.

IAG is yet to comment on its flood losses and the broker forecasts its catastrophe budget in FY21 will be
exceeded by $22m and it is at greater risk of increasing its FY22 catastrophe costs.
Morgan Stanley also has feedback from reinsurers that signals loss-making Australia is a global issue,
asserting investors may be disappointed by the domestic insurers, which have consistently exceeded
catastrophe budgets in recent years, despite no impact from cyclones, and this could lead to a de-rating.
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Credit Suisse downgrades Suncorp to Neutral from Outperform following the strong run-up in the share price
and now considers the stock fairly priced. The broker suggests Suncorp has already probably negotiated most of
its July 1 reinsurance renewals so the current event should have minimal impact on pricing the remainder of
the program.
The upside risk to Credit Suisse's rating includes capital management or special dividends, given Suncorp's
strong capital position and a potential unwinding of covid-19 bad debt provisions in the bank division to the
tune of $150m.
Equally, there are execution risks centred on the turnaround in the bank as well as potential for increased
expenditure and intended efficiencies that are yet to be realised.
Citi envisages upside potential if Suncorp can deliver on some of its FY23 targets, although acknowledges the
market remains sceptical. The broker lowers estimates for Suncorp's FY21 earnings per share by -2% and
considers it likely capital management initiatives will accompany the full year results.
Moreover, a full review of the banking arm's collective provisions and associated assumptions could provide
meaningful provision releases and these are not currently factored into estimates.
Motor
Macquarie points out there are new entrants hovering in commercial motor insurance, one of the few
commercial lines in Australia that are meeting return-on-capital targets. This is one of the largest segments in
terms of gross written premium, and the least competitive.
Following a year in which there has been lower claims frequency, this could be the next front for traditional
insurers that are trying to protect their attractive margins. Already, Macquarie notes insurers are incorporating
a one-off benefit from the pandemic into pricing.
The broker believes incumbents are faced with a dilemma: if they do not move onto broker platforms they will
slowly cede share, or if they do price competition will accelerate and expose their cost base.
Macquarie suggests Steadfast Group ((SDF)) is key to the changing pace in this market, as not only does it have
a 56% market share in commercial motor but the ramp up of its proprietary platform poses a large threat to the
incumbents.
Ord Minnett agrees competition is generally increasing in motor insurance, noting IAG may be expanding its
NRMA brand into new states. The broker's survey shows there has been an increasing trend in driving since the
-40% reduction in mobility in April and premium increases in aggregate have more than kept up with guidance
for underlying levels of inflation of 3-4%.
The broker suspects IAG and Suncorp are now driving competition in the market, having increased prices less
materially than both Allianz and QBE Insurance ((QBE)). On a state basis, Ord Minnett flags Suncorp's
willingness to lower rates in NSW quite sharply.
In home and contents insurance pricing both IAG and Suncorp had lowered premiums for home insurance
over the April quarter compared with January. This may not be as bad for margins, Ord Minnett suggests, as
Suncorp increased default deductibles for the GIO and Suncorp brands, thereby reducing average expected cost
per risk. QBE, meanwhile, showed in 9% increase in premiums in April compared with January.
Comminsure
Given some market share loss in recent years, Macquarie believes IAG could pass ACCC concentration tests and
as a result could be a likely acquirer of the Comminsure asset, owned by Commonwealth Bank ((CBA)).
This could be a defensive move, although delivery of the required synergies may be hard to achieve in the
longer term. Macquarie values Comminsure at $1-1.1bn and estimates synergies of around 30% would be
reasonable to expect.
Yet IAG would need to deliver synergies of more than 60% of Comminsure's underwriting expenses in order to
hold group cash returns flat. In 2013 IAG acquired the Wesfarmers underwriting business with the majority of
$140m in synergies realised in the first two years.
Goldman Sachs, not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on the FNArena database, has a Neutral
rating for IAG and a target of $5.86 with a Buy rating on Suncorp and a target of $12.08.
On the database there are five Buy ratings and two Hold for IAG. The consensus target is $5.39, signalling 3.9%
upside to the last share price. For Suncorp there are four Buy ratings and three Hold with a consensus target of
$11.83 that signals 3.6% upside to the last share price.
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Domino’s To Apply Regional Playbook In
Taiwan
Domino’s Taiwan, Domino’s Pizza's first push outside of Japan on its way to building a larger Asian business,
has potential to turbo-charge growth but patience is required
-Domino's Pizza's Taiwan acquisition offers material longer-term upside, but little in the short term
-Lessons from Domino’s Japan could help turbocharge Taiwan growth
-Brokers remain confident about structural growth path, but differ on present share price valuation
By Mark Story
Just as it has done successfully in other regions, such as New Zealand and Europe, Domino's Pizza Enterprises
((DMP)) plans to weave its magic in Taiwan, the latest country in the fast-food company’s global expansion
plans. As part of plans to expand the brand’s footprint in Asia from 1500 stores to 1900 stores by 2032,
Domino’s recently acquired the Domino’s Pizza master franchise Taiwan for $79m.
Completion of the Domino’s Taiwan acquisition is expected in first half FY22 and is subject to local regulatory
approval.
Whilst the acquisition is small in the context of Domino's current store network, management plans more than
double the current 157 corporate and franchised store network to more than 400. This in turn would lift the
total group store target (FY25-33) from 5,550 to 5,950 and to over double its first half FY21 global footprint.
With 400 stores, Domino’s Taiwan would have a network around 55% greater than its largest competitor, Pizza
Hut.
Despite the historically high 16.5x multiple the company is paying for Domino’s Taiwan, network sales per
store and earnings (EBITDA) per store at the Taiwan franchise are materially lower, relative to Domino’s Japan,
and -43% lower than previous acquisitions.
Citi believes this presents potential upside to significantly boost earnings over time. For example, in calendar
year 2020 the average network sales per store was $0.5m for the Taiwan business, compared with $1.4m for
Japan, while earnings/store in Japan was more than 7x earnings/store for the franchise in Taiwan.
The broker suspects the higher multiple could be a result of the lower need for store conversions in Taiwan
compared to some of the European acquisitions and/or the modest capital acquisition outlay.
Domino’s Taiwan reported $4.8m of earnings in calendar year 2020 and Domino’s estimates the acquisition to
be 2% earnings per share (EPS) accretive on a FY20 pro-forma basis. The transaction will have no contribution
to FY21 earnings.
In FY22 Domino’s expects the Taiwan operations to have a ‘marginal’ positive contribution – due to timing on
completion/synergy realisation and digital investment, including non-recurring expenses/capex of -$10-11m
over the first 3 years.
Future upside
While brokers recognise the strategic significance of the Taiwan acquisition in helping to expand the
company’s Asian footprint, they expect it will take time to integrate the business and understand the nuances
of a new market. As a result, news of the latest acquisition has done little to alter valuations or brokers’
overall outlooks on the company.
At this stage, Credit Suisse has incorporated $5m earnings from FY23 into forecasts, which doesn’t factor in
potential upside from network expansion or store productivity improvements. As a result, changes to Credit
Suisse forecasts are minor, and the broker maintains an Underperform rating (target price $70.71).
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But if Domino’s can leverage its existing digital expertise and the infrastructure of its global operations, the
broker suspects improvements in store productivity could contribute to material earnings upside over time.
Morgans expects Domino’s plans for Taiwan to be similar to the company’s other regional acquisitions. The
broker believes Domino’s is as well placed as it has been in some time and remains attracted to the group’s
long term opportunity via store rollout/scale benefits, strong same-store sales growth trends and future M&A
upside.
Given the extremely strong first half growth from its Japanese operation, the broker expects Domino’s to
deliver FY21 earnings growth of 31.6%.
However, while Morgans continues to view Domino’s global growth story favourably, following a strong
re-rating in recent months and 45x FY22 PE, the broker’s rating is lowered to Hold from Add (target price
$123.35).
Morgans expects the plan for Taiwan to be similar to that of Japan, and all about growing volume and stores.
The broker also expects proximity to Japan to allow for synergies and shared services in functions like
marketing and store operations that could potentially turbo-charge growth.
As a result, Morgans can see a clear path to higher sales/margins for Taiwan as Domino’s rolls out its typical
playbook - including implementing IT infrastructure, leveraging local support structure, improving the
customer offering and accelerating store openings.
Track-record of performance improvement
When considering the Taiwanese population of 23.5m, Macquarie suspects Domino’s ambition to grow the
Taiwan business to 400-plus stores is conservative. Using Australia as an upside case - as Domino’s most
penetrated market - the broker believes Taiwan could grow its network to 650-plus stores. But that said,
Macquarie is making no EPS forecast changes at this time.
Macquarie expects the near-term benefits from this acquisition will take time to realise. The broker reminds
investors that integration costs at Domino’s first deal in Germany (Joey’s Pizza in 2015) increased 30%-plus
versus initial expectations. However, Macquarie notes Domino’s has indicated it now has a better handle on
integration costs and acknowledges the company’s strong track-record in improving performance of its bolt-on
acquisitions.
By extending best-practice localisation and pricing techniques within the region, and applying supply chain and
operational synergies, Macquarie also believes there is a long-term opportunity in Taiwan to expand the top
line, and boost margins. But with Domino’s trading slightly ahead of Macquarie’s price target ($108.50), the
broker retains a Neutral recommendation.
Despite network sales per store at Domino’s Taiwan being 3x lower than the group and earnings to network
sales being -450 bps below the group, Citi also reminds investors Domino’s has a strong track record of driving
operational improvements in acquired pizza chains. The broker cites the 11% increase in network sales per
store in Europe since FY16, when Domino’s acquired Pizza Sprint (France) and Joey’s (Germany).
Citi sees increased volumes as an opportunity for Domino’s to improve Taiwan sales per store and margins,
while a new point-of-sale system may also improve the countries’ metrics.
The broker maintains a Neutral rating, but in light of expanding rollout opportunities Domino’s has across its
markets, and higher terminal growth rate (4% from 3.25%), Citi has increased the price target to $120 from
$104.50.
Bell Potter also expects an enhancement of customer offerings and transition to a high volume mentality to
help lift sales/margins at Domino’s Taiwan. Based on Domino’s significant long term growth prospects and
tailwinds emerging from covid, Bell Potter retains a Buy rating.
Having allowed for the acquisition, the broker has increased its target to $132 from $122.
The consensus target combining six brokers on the FNArena database currently stands at $100.42, but Ord
Minnett and Morgan Stanley are yet to respond post acquisition announcement. Bell Potter is not a database
broker.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Contractors: The Best & Worst Of Times
Just when commodity prices are enjoying boom times, along come labour shortages to frustrate the contractor
services sector
-Labour shortages in WA coinciding with strong commodity prices
-JPMorgan, Credit Suisse assess Seven Group best placed
-Downer EDI most exposed to labour inflation outside WA
By Eva Brocklehurst
Restricted movements of personnel related to the pandemic and wage inflation stemming from labour
shortages represent heightened risks for contractor services in terms of operating performance and margins. At
the same time, order books for both mining services and infrastructure construction are at record levels.
While the sector appears cheap, Credit Suisse notes investors are not trusting the earnings base being
capitalised even if the issues are probably transient. The broker assesses the average price/earnings ratio
sector is at 13.3x on a 12-month forward basis, at a material -35-40% discount to the market.
Perenti Global ((PRN)) was the main driver of negative sentiment in May as a combination of the impacts of
the pandemic on productivity, higher Australian labour costs and FX drove downgrades to forecasts.

Investors quickly de-rated the sector, with Monadelphous ((MND)), NRW Holdings ((NWH)) and Maca ((MLD))
bearing the brunt. In contrast, and annoyingly, this is at a time when commodity prices are strong and capital
expenditure on mining is recovering.
The main exceptions to subdued mining contractor performances were ALS ((ALQ)), as its geochemistry
sampling and life sciences segments experienced strong flows. Cimic Group ((CIM)) was also a better
performer, given its exposure to Australian east coast infrastructure, Credit Suisse notes, having been awarded
the M6 project that provides more visibility from 2022.
12

Macquarie finds the commodity outlook is encouraging the development and expansion of mining projects
and has initiated coverage on NRW Holdings, Perenti Global and Macmahon Holdings ((MAH)) with Outperform
ratings.
Macmahon Holdings is preferred as it has a material order book in the vicinity of $4.2bn and a large tender
pipeline, while underground developments should improve group margins.
Perenti Global is moving its business into "safer" geographies, from other parts of Africa to Botswana and to
North America. It has a large tender pipeline of $9.2bn of which 25% is in North American growth regions. NRW
Holdings, too, offers a full suite of services with key exposure to iron ore and infrastructure.
Seven Group
Credit Suisse's preferred contractor is Seven Group ((SVW)) and JPMorgan agrees, as the company's WesTrac
business is a beneficiary of the present commodity boom with iron ore exports tracking at record levels.
Coates Hire, another subsidiary, is an east coast infrastructure play and therefore lower risk in terms of
contracts and labour, providing a higher leveraged way to gain increased exposure to the heightened
expenditure on Australian infrastructure.
JPMorgan believes Seven Group's focus on cost efficiencies in its core businesses has created a firm platform for
a multi-new growth trajectory. While presently delayed, projects on the east coast could ultimately come into
play and lead to a period of "near-perfect" operating conditions for the company.
Downer EDI
JPMorgan finds the extent of the impact of labour inflation is hard to assess accurately but it would appear
Downer EDI ((DOW)) is most exposed to labour inflation outside of the Western Australian, market where it is
currently acute, and Downer has the narrowest margins.
The broker downgrades to Underweight, concerned that the planned divestment of higher-margin businesses
could exacerbate the current labour dynamics. Still, JPMorgan recognises the upside that could come from
successful execution of the urban services strategy.
On the broker's assessment, Downer EDI trades at a -10% discount on FY23 estimates which is justified by lower
relative margins and growth, while the current news flow regarding ongoing divestments of mining and
hospitality businesses may have negative implications for valuation.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Material Matters: China, Coal And Iron Ore
A glance through the latest expert views and predictions about commodities: China's emissions; thermal coal;
coking coal; and iron ore
-Coal, steel, scrap and aluminium markets likely to become erratic
-Supply disruptions and surging demand keeping thermal prices high
-Peak coking coal prices unlikely to be maintained
By Eva Brocklehurst
China's Emissions
China is looking to limit coal consumption as well as the impact of heavy industry on the environment by
encouraging the use of scrap metal in production processes. As a result, certain commodity markets are in for
a bumpy ride, ANZ analysts assert.
Global steel and aluminium markets outside of China could tighten, pushing prices higher, while the use of
scrap may weigh on some raw materials. Inflation could also be an outcome and this may increase concerns
about tighter monetary policy.
China is facing a battle to curb carbon emissions as the world's largest contributor and the analysts cite
international experience which indicates developed nations usually take 50-60 years to achieve neutrality after
reaching peak emissions. Yet the impact from such a large country setting its targets will have an immediate an
effect.
China will manage coal consumption over the next five years, aiming to have 20% of its energy needs met by
non-fossil fuel sources by 2025. Regardless of whether the policy is one of self-reliance or improved energy
efficiency this will reduce imports of energy products. The analysts point out this is already playing out in
demand for LNG.
LNG imports to China are up 24.5% in the first five months of this year. Meanwhile, the steel sector, which
accounts for nearly 46% of industrial emissions and 13% of total carbon emissions will be made more efficient
and less energy intensive, and steel production limits have been imposed to 2020 output levels.
In aluminium, around 80% of capacity in China uses coal-fired power. The country is phasing out less efficient
smelters and will stop approving new aluminium projects. Beijing is also adjusting its policy to encourage
imports and discourage exports, which could ultimately reduce the amount of steel produced as steel mills will
only be required to feed the domestic market.
Import duties on pig iron, crude steel and ferrous scrap have been cut to zero from May. Crude oil refining
capacity in China has grown by 16% and copper smelting capacity doubled since 2010, the analysts point out.
This should also lead to more imports of crude and copper concentrate.
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Thermal Coal
Increased demand at power plants ahead of the peak summer season in the northern hemisphere have caused
prices for thermal coal to rally. China's thermal power output is up almost 20% over the year to April and
thermal imports up materially in the first half of 2021 compared with the prior half.
Demand has also been strong across Asia with JPMorgan noting global purchasing manager indexes are at
10-year highs as global growth rebounds. The main exception is India, where thermal import demand has been
affected by the second wave of coronavirus.
JPMorgan notes spot thermal coal prices are at the highest level since 2018 and expects 2021 and 2022 average
prices of US$101/t and US$94/t, respectively. Supply disruptions have also contributed to a stretched market
after mines were flooded in Indonesia, rail maintenance occurred in South Africa, unrest broke out in Colombia
and safety inspections were the go in China.
Credit Suisse assesses more and more power plants are being squeezed into the spot market to obtain their
coal which has lent upside to prices. China is also competing with others for non-Australian coal. A tight
market has potential to last through to the December half and linger into early 2022.
LNG prices are also trending higher and there are few other alternatives to keep up with surging demand. The
broker believes, if thermal coal supply continues to be disrupted, the Newcastle price is likely to hit US$100/t
over the next 12 months. The broker prefers Whitehaven Coal ((WHC)) as its pick of Australian coal producers.
Macquarie downgrades New Hope Corp ((NHC)) to Neutral because of a muted thermal coal outlook, despite
there being significant earnings and valuation upside at spot prices, and also prefers Whitehaven Coal given its
leverage to both thermal and metallurgical (coking) coal.
Coking Coal
Chinese steel production hit a record in April yet coal imports remain sluggish as domestic production ramps
up to meet a shortfall. Coking coal prices have recovered, despite no Australian exports going to China.
Demand ex China has made up for this.
The main risk JPMorgan envisages for seaborne metallurgical coal demand is extended disruptions from India's
second wave of coronavirus. Consumption should recover in the second half of 2021 as infection rates stabilise
and new coke ovens come on line.
Chinese domestic production is up 10% as producers try to fill the supply gap caused by the ban on Australian
coal. JPMorgan notes Japan and India have become the largest purchases of this displaced coal, accounting for
around 60% of total Australian exports. Forward curves show 5-8% gains in coking coal prices, which the broker
believes is a reasonable outlook.
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Australian hard coking coal has rallied since mid May, Morgan Stanley also notes, as China's coal shortage and
elevated steelmaking margins push domestic coke and metallurgical coal prices to multi-year highs.
The expanding China-Australia price arbitrage has meant US coal cargoes destined for Europe and Brazil have
been resold to China and in turn been replaced by Australian spot market coal. Morgan Stanley does not believe
the Australian price of US$170/t can be maintained while China continues to ban Australian imports and there
remains excess Australian coal in the market.
The futures market is assuming the full elimination of the current price differential between Australian and
Chinese benchmarks by the end of 2022. As China's steel margins are under pressure from lower steel prices its
output and/or raw material input prices will need to adjust lower, the broker adds.
Australian supply could be fairly easily absorbed through exports to India which is now the leading importer,
with imports increasing by almost 60%. Still, the monsoon is looming in India and the restocking cycle is likely
to come to an end. Hence, Morgan Stanley suspects that it could become harder to place all Australian coal at
the current price over coming months.
Macquarie has upgraded metallurgical coal forecasts which drives a material upgrade to earnings and price
targets for those miners. The broker is cautious about Coronado Global ((CRN)) as it requires metallurgical
coal prices at above US$130/t for a sustained period of time in order to keep the balance sheet strong.
Iron Ore
Macquarie materially upgrades earnings forecasts for iron ore stocks. The 2021 price forecasts is lifted by 20%
to US$158/t. Incorporating the increase requirement for higher-cost supply to balance the market means 30%
and 26% upgrades to 2022 and 2023 forecasts, to US$120/t and US$95/t, respectively.
The broker continues to favour Rio Tinto ((RIO)) over BHP Group ((BHP)) and Fortescue Metals ((FMG)),
although the gap has narrowed and all three are trading at similar free cash yields further FY22. Goldman
Sachs reiterates a Buy rating for BHP Group for high-grade iron ore exposure and a Sell rating for low-grade
producer Fortescue Metals.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Material Matters: Steel, Copper And Batteries
A glance through the latest expert views and predictions about commodities: steel, scrap, copper, battery
materials; lithium miners
-Steel fundamentals likely to remain tight over next few months
-As China imports more scrap a shift in market dynamics could occur
-Copper destocking in the face of higher prices unlikely to last
-Lithium carbonate recovering, nickel sulphate tight, cobalt supply improving
By Eva Brocklehurst
Steel
Goldman Sachs has feedback from steel mills in China that signal no sign of output controls easing, yet demand
remains strong. High-grade iron ore continues to be favoured and, in the short term, prices are supportive,
with steel margins bottoming for marginal producers and iron ore inventory at below-normal levels at mills.
All mills surveyed believe positive fundamentals have driven the rise in steel prices, although the sharp spikes
since May have been difficult to comprehend. Export rebates on some qualities of steel have been removed and
raw material import taxes have been imposed in order to prioritise domestic demand.
China's steel exports declined -33.9% in May month on month and with steel prices still well below international
prices, UBS assesses the government could continue to target exports to further cool the domestic market.
Meanwhile, US steel prices are the highest globally, driven by demand and the potential of President Biden's
infrastructure plans. Supply capacity may have room to grow but fundamentals are expected to remain tight
over the next couple of quarters. UBS expects the US steel market will rebalance in the first half of 2022 and
emphasises the current market deficit seems driven by supply and not demand.

Scrap
Having removed its export ban on ferrous scrap imports at the start of 2021, China's scrap steel imports have
not escalated materially. Despite a deficit of ferrous units domestically, uncertainty surrounding quality was
the main reason for the modest volumes, with UBS pointing out traders were not willing to risk larger
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consignments.
A return to scrap imports has had a minimal impact on the global trade balance so far. Yet, the broker notes
that once China becomes a more regular importer of scrap a fundamental shift could occur in the market.
Copper
Global copper consumption remain strong and Citi notes the "call on scrap", which is the difference between
end-use consumption and mine supply, remains well above 2011/12 levels, which required prices of
US$12,000/t to rebalance markets.
Refined copper market spreads and prices have weakened over the past month which the broker believes
stems from strong demand and the resulting boom in industrial commodity prices.
The supply chain is destocking in the face of higher prices and this has resulted in hedges being lifted. The
broker is convinced this destocking cannot last and the rebound will be swift in the third quarter of 2021.
At the end user level, new US and European manufacturing orders are around all-time highs and China is
expected to step in and aid the destocking. While the refined market is weak and speculative positioning is
falling sharply, refined copper prices are still clearing all-time nominal highs of around US$10,000/t.
The reason, Citi ascertains, is that the marginal buyer is also the destocking copper fabricator and a
willingness to pay such prices is indicative of the underlying strength of demand. Hence, weakness in refined
markets reflects unsustainable destocking.
Just as the scaled-up development of copper in Chile in the 1970s contributed to the end of a super cycle, the
broker suspects the implementation of a copper tax could conversely add upside to the current cycle.
Changes to the Chilean tax regime are envisaged and although this will take time to implement the main issue
centres on just how much tax will be levied. On the broker's estimates, the current proposals mean more than
US$6/lb is required for a 10% return for a standard 2000tpa greenfield copper project with a capital intensity of
US$20,000/t of copper.
If higher returns are required, miners will need to rethink their projects. Citi believes there is another 3-6
months before a scrap response could fill the gap between supply and end-use consumption, and to incentivise
supply US$12,200/t is warranted.
This is around 25% ahead of spot prices. The broker also expects a large drawdown of refined copper in the
third quarter will signal phase 2 of the bull cycle in copper. Citi also notes China's State Reserve Board is
reported to be selling copper, aluminum and zinc.
These sales are considered "state secret" and therefore the broker warns caution should prevail. Still, the
government could be trying to stem price strength by deterring speculation or simply "jawboning".
Citi ascertains sales of aluminium and zinc are more likely than copper as China is short on copper and the
refined market is not yet tight. The broker remains bullish on copper for the next 3-4 months, to US $12,200/t
and aluminium for the next 6-12 months, to US$2,800/t.
Battery Materials
The major recovery in global sales of electric vehicles since mid 2022 has had a positive impact on demand for
materials such as lithium, nickel and cobalt. Macquarie is projecting growth for the whole of 2021 of 52%, to
4.8m vehicles.
The strongest areas of growth are China and Europe which account for 45% and 40%, respectively, of total sales
for January to April. The broker also calculates the weighted average battery size is falling.
Another large trend is the rise in the share of lithium iron phosphate batteries which contain no nickel or
cobalt, and NCM 811 batteries which contain relatively less cobalt compared with other NCM batteries.
This suggests a slower growth in materials demand compared with the overall growth in electric vehicle sales,
particular for cobalt. Regardless, the broker observes the market is still enjoying a "spectacular pace of
expansion".
Meanwhile, there has been a strong recovery in prices with lithium carbonate prices doubling from 2020 lows
as shortages cause it to trade at a premium to hydroxide for a period. Nickel sulphate, since the start of 2020,
has traded at a large premium to nickel metal amid growing shortages. Nickel sulphate appears to be the
tightest material in the supply chain at present.
Cobalt sulphate also sustained a large oversupply in the first half of 2020 but a shortage in the first quarter of
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2021 has led to the emergence of large premiums, Citi observes. Cobalt supplies are now improving and there
has been a significant price correction since March as well as the elimination of the sulphate premium.
Lithium Miners
Macquarie assesses different regions are showing varying preferences for electric vehicle battery types.
Meanwhile, lithium supply continued its upward trend in May and lithium carbonate prices trended marginally
lower, reflecting higher domestic supply and overseas imports.
Now the broker notes tailwinds for the lithium price have emerged, driven by increased demand, particularly
from China, for both carbonate and hydroxide.
Macquarie's order of preference for pure lithium miners starts with Pilbara Minerals ((PLS)), followed by
Galaxy Resources ((GXY)) and Orocobre ((ORE)). Mineral Resources ((MIN)) is also a key sector pick,
underpinned by its multi-commodity potential.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
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ESG Focus: IEA Report; The Long Path To Net
Zero Emissions
FNArena's dedicated ESG Focus news section zooms in on matters Environmental, Social & Governance
(ESG) that are increasingly guiding investors preferences and decisions globally. For more news updates,
past and future:
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/financial-news/daily-financial-news/category/esg-focus/
IEA Report: The Long Path To Net Zero Emissions
The International Energy Agency (IEA) has released its Net Zero by 2050 report, outlining a proposed 400-step
guideline to globally transition to a net zero energy system. This is Part 1 of a two-part expose on plans and
consequences for the energy sector and the world in general.
-IEA says energy use must decrease amid a growing population to achieve net zero emission targets
-400-step plan from the IEA offers a chance at limiting temperature rise to 1.5 degrees
-Renewables expected to rapidly replace fossil fuel generation in the next decade
By Danielle Austin
With the global population and economy set for continued growth over the next four decades, action to
achieving carbon emission goals by 2050 is becoming more prevalent.
The International Energy Agency (IEA) has released its Net Zero by 2050 report, outlining a proposed 400-step
guideline to globally transition to a net zero energy system and hope to limit global temperature rise.
The IEA claims its plan is designed to allow continued economic growth and secure energy supply while
maximising “technical feasibility, cost-effectiveness and social acceptance”.
The net zero emissions target was introduced by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, who posit
zero emissions by mid-century is critical to avoiding the worst climate change outcomes.
The number of countries committing to achieve net zero emissions increases every year, and with rapid
increase in commitments over the last twelve months, these pledges now account for around 70% of global
carbon emissions.
Regardless, the disparity between those countries committing to achieve net zero and the output of carbon
emissions continues to grow, with many countries yet to implement policies and measures to achieve their
promises.
Even if all pledges were met, the difference between pledges made and net zero commitments in 2050 is still
around 22bn tonnes of carbon emissions.
Multiple gaps to fill
The IEA has modelled a Stated Policies Scenario (STEPS) that considers the outcomes of existing and stated
policies for the energy sector, as well as an Announced Pledges Case (APC) which predicts the results when all
net zero pledges are realised in full and on time.
With few net zero pledges currently underpinned by policy, the STEPS model largely does not take into
account the impact of net zero pledges.
The current STEPS model fell far short of a net zero result in 2050 and pointed to an emissions trend that
would see the global average surface temperature rise by around 2.7 degrees Celsius by 2100.
The STEPS model also highlighted a disparity between advanced and emerging economies. The model predicts
advanced economies to utilise environmental policy and technological progress to record declines in carbon
emissions of about a third between 2020 and 2050.
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emissions of about a third between 2020 and 2050.
Emerging economies, by contrast, are expected to sustain economic growth, urbanisation and infrastructure
expansion that outweighs the deployment of clean technologies; this will cause an almost 20% increase in
emissions by 2040 before a marginal decline before 2050.
The STEPS model leaves 750m people without access to electricity in 2050, 95% in sub-Saharan Africa, and
1.5bn people continuing to rely on bio-energy for cooking.
The APC model is not underpinned by policy commitments but aims to predict the shortfall that would remain
on the path to zero emissions by 2050 if all net zero pledges were met.
Current global pledges by governments cover around 70% of total emissions, but with little policy in place to
detail how these pledges will be met, and how countries will offset remaining energy-related emissions, the
APC model makes assumptions based on pathways already outlined by some governments.
Under this model, emissions rebound slightly to 2023 but decline to 30 gigatonnes by 2030 and 22 gigatonnes
by 2050. This pathway points to a global average surface temperature rise of 2.1 degrees Celsius by 2100.
The difference in outcomes of the STEPS and APC modelling highlights the importance of policy to underpin
pledges, and the IEA report has outlined seven priority actions for policymakers to consider.
These include enacting massive clean energy expansion this decade, boosting innovation and investment in
clean energy, growing jobs in clean energy, and setting near-term targets.
As of April 2021, 44 countries and the European Union have pledged to meet a net-zero emissions target. Ten
of these countries have made their pledge a legal obligation.

Path to net zero by 2050 “narrow but still achievable”
This decade is poised to be significant decider in the path to achieving net zero emissions by 2050, with the
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IEA describing a world economy in 2030 that is 40% larger than today but operates on -7% less energy.
Massive clean energy expansion during the 2020s is key to this, requiring an annual rate of energy intensity
improvements of around 4%, or around three-times the average rate of improvements over the last two
decades.
In the next ten years, the IEA outlines reductions in fossil fuel methane emissions of -75%, and the scaling up of
renewable energy sources to annual additions of solar and energy four-times that of 2020.
As a priority, the report has identified significant change needs to be enacted globally at the policy level and
for governments to recommit funding to research and development of renewable energies including
electrification, hydrogen, bio-energy and carbon capture utilisation and storage (CCUS).
The IEA predicts around US$90bn needs to be committed to complete necessary demonstration projects before
2030, with only around $25bn spend currently committed to.
A global effort
The report highlights inequality between nations means countries are not starting on the journey to net zero
emissions from the same place, nor will they reach the end-goal at the same time.
The IEA has highlighted the importance of a collaborative global effort, where advanced economies capable of
reaching net zero before emerging economies have a responsibility to reach targets early and look to help
others.
International cooperation will be critical in managing cost reductions in key energy technology and continued
development and dissemination of clean energy technology that is currently concentrated in a handful of
countries. A cooperative international approach to carbon pricing may also be crucial, which the IEA expects
to be implemented soon in many advanced economies.
Societal expectations are crucial
While the energy sector will need a major overhaul to meet emission targets, ultimately the catalyst for these
changes comes from societal expectations. People will drive demand for change and our personal choices will
play a role in shaping the policy and business decisions enacted in coming years.
The path to zero emissions outlined by the IEA relies on many uncertain factors.
The agency identified the pace of innovation in new and emerging technology, the extent to which individual
behavioural changes are enacted, the availability of sustainable bio-energy, and the extent of international
cooperation and collaboration, as four factors of differing uncertainty that will shape the pathway to zero
emissions.
The Net Zero Emissions by 2050 Scenario
In addition to the STEPS and the APC models, the IEA also provided a Net Zero Emissions by 2050 Scenario
(NZE) to outline further action needed to achieve a zero emissions result and to aim to limit the global
temperature rise to 1.5 degrees Celsius.
The NZE is based on radical change within the seven key pillars of decarbonisation, identified as energy
efficiency, behavioural changes, electrification, renewables, hydrogen and hydrogen-based fuels, bio-energy
and CCUS.
Under the NZE model global energy-related and industrial process carbon emissions fall by nearly -40% by 2030
and achieve net zero by 2050. By 2030 solar and wind become the leading sources of electricity and methane
emissions from fossil fuel use are reduced -75%, as coal demand declines -90% by 2050.
In this scenario increased energy efficiency, wind and solar will account for around half of all emissions
reductions by 2030, and the sector continues to provide increased electrification, hydrogen use and CCUS
technology implementation that will again account for more than half of emissions savings between 2030 and
2050
The NZE relies on several assumptions. Firstly, that there will be global governmental cooperation with the aim
of achieving global net zero emissions.
Secondly, that the uptake of technology and emission reducing options will be dictated by costs, technology
maturity, policy preferences and market and country conditions.
And finally, that an orderly transition across the energy sector will occur.
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There is no need for new coal generators or gas
Changes to the energy sector are set to be a focal point for the next decade to achieve zero emissions by
2050. Measures to increase energy efficiency which can be implemented in coming years will be front-loaded.
While efficiencies to the sector will continue past 2030, the role of energy will be most crucial in this decade
to pave the way for further mitigation measures.
Currently, the energy sector accounts for around three-quarters of gas emissions and so will undeniably play a
large part in the journey to net zero. Under the NZE model, the necessary transformation of the energy sector
will occur concurrently with large increases in global population and economy.
The rapid decrease in demand for oil and natural gas as renewable energies become the preference means
there will be no need for further oil and gas field developments beyond what has already been approved.
This will see all subcritical coal stations phased out by 2030, and all non-CCUS fitted stations phased out by
2040. The use of low-emissions electricity to replace fossil fuels will account for around 20% of total emission
reductions, with global demand more than doubling before 2050.
Whereas in 2020 oil accounts for 30% of total global energy supply, with coal supplying 26% and natural gas
23%, the energy supply in 2050 will look very different.
According the NZE modelling renewables will provide two-thirds of total energy supply, comprising bio-energy
(21%), hydrogen (12%), wind, solar, geothermal, as well as an increased energy supply from nuclear power.
The use of fossil fuels as an energy supply is set to fall from 80% in 2020 to just over 20% in 2050.
Advances in CCUS will account for more than a fifth of emission reduction, while carbon pricing comes into
effect in advanced economies in the immediate future, with the IEA predicting prices on carbon could be as
much as US$323 by 2050.
Individual behavioural changes
The IEA’s NZE model also outlines behavioural changes will account for a decrease of 1.7 gigatonnes, or -8%, of
carbon emissions in 2030.
These behavioural changes refer to repeated consumer behaviours, and largely fall under three areas:
reducing wasteful energy use, embracing energy-efficient transport and improved recycling practices.
These practices include limiting heating and cooling temperatures in our homes, limiting driving speeds,
shifting to cycling, walking and ridesharing, swapping domestic plane travel for rail, maintaining decreased
levels of international travel, and increasing the shift away from single-use plastics.
While some of these can, and need to be, underpinned by policy, people will need to be accountable for their
own choices.
If behavioural changes cannot be enacted, technology would be required to fill the gap left. This could equate
to a need to increase electric vehicles by 45% in 2030, rather than the 20% necessary if widespread behavioural
changes can be adopted.
The future workforce
Necessarily, widespread changes in the energy sector will have mass impacts on the global workforce and the
roles available.
With around 40 million people employed in the oil, gas, coal, renewables, bio-energy and energy industries, it
will be important for policymakers to intuit this and account for these impacts when making decisions that will
impact these workforces.
A better understanding of current energy industry employment would help direct government support and
re-skilling needs.
Under the NZE, 14 million clean energy jobs would be created, but these don’t necessarily equate to the jobs
lost and skill sets may not be directly transferable.
Job losses would also be more concentrated in communities dependent on fossil energy production.
A further 16 million roles would be needed to adjust to increased spending on efficient appliances, electric
and fuel cell vehicles, building retrofits and energy-efficient construction, equating to around 30 million jobs
in clean energy and low-emission technology by 2030.
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A hypothetical path past the next decade
While the path to enact real change in the next decade is attainable with existing technology, half of the
technology necessary to enact the necessary changes beyond 2030 is still in demonstration or prototype phase.
The IEA’s pathway to net zero, therefore, depends on these technologies becoming available over the next
decade.
The largest and most crucial innovation opportunities come from advancing batteries, hydrogen electrolysers
and direct air capture and storage.
Advancements in these currently non-commercially available technologies will present a vital difference in
emission levels between 2030 and 2050.
FNArena's dedicated ESG Focus news section zooms in on matters Environmental, Social & Governance
(ESG) that are increasingly guiding investors preferences and decisions globally. For more news updates,
past and future:
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/financial-news/daily-financial-news/category/esg-focus/
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Weekly Ratings, Targets, Forecast Changes 11-06-21
Weekly update on stockbroker recommendation, target price, and earnings forecast changes.
By Mark Woodruff
Guide:
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans, Ord Minnett and UBS.
For the purpose of broker rating correlation, Outperform and Overweight ratings are grouped as Buy, Neutral
is grouped with Hold and Underperform and Underweight are grouped as Sell to provide a Buy/Hold/Sell
(B/H/S) ratio.
Ratings, consensus target price and forecast earnings tables are published at the bottom of this report.
Summary
Period: Monday June 7 to Friday June 11, 2021
Total Upgrades: 6
Total Downgrades: 8
Net Ratings Breakdown: Buy 54.96%; Hold 38.47%; Sell 6.57%
For the week ending Friday 11 June, there were six upgrades and eight downgrades to ASX-listed companies by
brokers in the FNArena database.
Whitehaven Coal earned the largest percentage increase in forecast target price. Early last week, Ord Minnett
raised its target price for the company to $3.00 from $1.90 on the basis of an escalating thermal coal price,
and the oversold nature of the stock after a series of downgrades. By the end of the week, Macquarie had
made upgrades to metallurgical coal price forecasts and Whitehaven Coal remains the broker's preferred
exposure, because of its leverage to both metallurgical and thermal coal.
Coming second on the table was Pilbara Minerals. As discussed in last week’s article, both Citi and Ord Minnett
upgraded their respective Sell recommendations, to Neutral and Lighten. As the only pure spodumene
producer, Ord Minnett feels Pilbara is the most leveraged to the broker’s recently-upgraded price forecasts
among lithium stocks under coverage. Meanwhile, Citi believes strong demand for lithium is uncovering latent
supply, and forecasts many a producer will be operating plants at full throttle.
The largest percentage fall in forecast target price by brokers in the FNArena database went to the The Reject
Shop. Ord Minnett downgraded to Hold from Buy and expects lower gross margins in the second half. Morgans
has longer-term concerns over sales momentum, after FY21 revenue and earnings (EBIT) guidance came in
below expectations. Sales deficits in CBD/large shopping centre stores were the main driver of
underperformance. Providing some counterbalance, Morgan Stanley feels the company is in the "fix" stage on
store format, location and product mix, which will likely transition to "grow" over the next few years.
For the above-mentioned reasons, The Reject Shop also had the second largest percentage downgrade to
forecast earnings by brokers in the FNArena database. The largest downgrade went to Megaport though caution
should be applied in adopting a too-bearish stance, as only one broker, UBS, updated coverage last week
after positive news emerged on building momentum in SD-WAN partnerships. Overall, the broker remains
positive on the stock though would be happier with some sign that new sales initiatives are in place and driving
stronger port growth.
Brickworks had the largest percentage upgrade in earnings forecasts by brokers in the FNArena database last
week. Ord Minnett observes benefits from an acceleration in housing activity in Australia, while in the US
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non-residential construction is now slowly improving after a significant first half decline. Morgans continues to
see a cyclical recovery in the Building Products businesses over FY21-23 and scope for further bolt-on M&A in
North America.
The only other material rise in forecast earnings was for Pilbara Minerals.
Total Buy recommendations take up 54.96% of the total, versus 38.47% on Neutral/Hold, while Sell ratings
account for the remaining 6.57%.
Upgrade
AIRTASKER LIMITED ((ART)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 1/0/0
Morgans upgrades the rating on Airtasker to Add from Hold and lifts the target price to $1.29 from $1.23. Early
traction in the US, and continued development in the UK, has seen plans sped up, versus the broker's
expectation, to attack the international opportunity.
The company has acquired ‘Zaarly’, a marketplace that brings with it an established tasker and user base in
two US cities. A $21m capital raise provides an additional $12m (post acquisition costs and cost base) to invest
in sales and marketing, explains the analyst.
BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED ((BSL)) Upgrade to Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S: 3/3/0
Macquarie has upgraded its outlook, expecting US steel prices will stay around current levels over the third
quarter and any moderation subsequently will be mild.
The broker expects earnings momentum should be strong in the short term and considers the risk/reward
balance has improved for BlueScope Steel.
As a result, the rating is upgraded to Outperform from Neutral and the target raised to $25.40 from $23.90.
DACIAN GOLD LIMITED ((DCN)) Upgrade to Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S: 1/0/0
In a review of mid/small cap gold stocks, the Macquarie commodities team expects the impetus for gold's
recent rally from inflationary expectations is transitory. While there's an expected interest rate lift, gold
should be pushed lower as the Fed moves towards tapering.
Despite this, the broker believes investors are again willing to pay a valuation premium for leveraged gold
exposures such as gold equities, noting that gold stocks have materially outstripped the recent positive
movement in gold.
Macquarie makes no changes to EPS estimates for gold stocks under coverage. The analyst upgrades the rating
for Dacian Gold to Outperform from Neutral on recent share price weakness, and retains the $0.32 target price.
NATIONAL STORAGE REIT ((NSR)) Upgrade to Accumulate from Hold by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 1/2/1
In the wake of another capital raising of $325m at $2.00 per share, Ord Minnett comments National
Storage's operating metrics have improved materially in FY21, as stabilised occupancy levels have lifted 9% and
revenue per available square metre (RevPAM) is now 17% higher.
In addition, the broker points out the asset class looks undervalued in Australia, with global storage comparable
companies trading on 4% implied capitalisation rates.
Following through on management's updated guidance, Ord Minnett has lifted its target price to $2.20 from
$2.05. Rating is upgraded to Accumulate from Hold.
RAMSAY HEALTH CARE LIMITED ((RHC)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by Citi .B/H/S: 3/3/0
As the stock has fallen since the announcement regarding the offer for Spire Healthcare and underperformed
the ASX 200 by -14% over the last quarter, Citi upgrades to Buy from Neutral.
The business is severely affected by the pandemic but incremental news is expected to be positive as health
systems return to normal in FY22-23.
The incorporation of the acquisition into forecasts increases the broker's target to $76 from $67. In terms of
the focus on the investment grade rating, Citi calculates Ramsay Health Care will need to raise around $850m
in capital and this is included in forecasts.
WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED ((WHC)) Upgrade to Buy from Accumulate by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 7/0/0
Ord Minnett assesses Whitehaven Coal has been oversold after a series of downgrades. With the escalating
price of thermal coal, it's believed the company now provides a buying opportunity. The rating is raised to Buy
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price of thermal coal, it's believed the company now provides a buying opportunity. The rating is raised to Buy
from Accumulate. The target rises to $3 from $1.90.
The broker makes several financial model changes including upgrading coal price forecasts in FY22 by 42% to
US$86/t. Spot prices are at US$124/t, and the annual Japanese benchmark was recently set at US$109/t
compared to FY22 consensus of US$75/t, explains the analyst.
Downgrade
ASX LIMITED ((ASX)) Downgrade to Reduce from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 0/6/1
After the release of ASX’s May statistics, Morgans sees trading as broadly soft, with capital raisings/listings the
only real bright spot. The rating falls to Reduce from Hold, due to the recent share price rise. The target price
increases to $65.87 from $65.59.
The broker sees ASX’s activity growth trends in the second half as fairly lacklustre overall, ex capital raising
activity. In cash equities, monthly average growth rates for volume traded and value traded are down -20% and
-14%, respectively, on the pcp.
BRICKWORKS LIMITED ((BKW)) Downgrade to Hold from Add by Morgans .B/H/S: 3/2/0
Following a strong share price performance, Morgans moves to a Hold from an Add rating and lifts the target
price to $23.50 from $21.60. The company provided a stronger-than-expected FY21 guidance for its Property
segment.
This was due to the recognition of a further $100m (Brickworks 50% share) in revaluation gains in its Property
Trust, explains the broker. FY21 earnings (EBIT) for both Building Products Australia (BPA) and Building
Products North America (BPNA) are expected to be higher.
The analyst continues to see a cyclical recovery in the Building Products businesses over FY21-23 and scope for
further bolt-on M&A in North America.
CLEANAWAY WASTE MANAGEMENT LIMITED ((CWY)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Credit
Suisse.B/H/S: 3/3/1
Credit Suisse assesses the clearance risk regarding the Suez Sydney acquisition is modest as Cleanaway Waste
does not own any putrescible landfills in Sydney.
The broker includes the acquisition in forecasts from the end of FY22. Recent guidance for a lower earnings
contribution from the New Chum landfill is interpreted to mean management believes FY22 consensus
forecasts are too high.
The broker would prefer more evidence of a post-pandemic recovery and success with the Suez Sydney deal
before incorporating additional value and downgrades to Underperform from Neutral. Target is reduced to
$2.40 from $2.50.
FORTESCUE METALS GROUP LTD ((FMG)) Downgrade to Reduce from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 3/2/2
Morgans lowers the rating for Fortescue Metals Group to Reduce from Add and decreases the target price to
$18.70 from $21.10. It's considered a mass-scale low-grade pure iron ore producer will be particularly sensitive
to a maturing iron ore cycle.
The broker also highlights cost pressures are surging in WA, which could lead to a softer fourth quarter
sales/cost performance and potential further Iron Bridge downgrades.
The analyst upgrades short-term iron ore forecasts, while also increasing operating cost assumptions and
reducing the company’s multiple closer to its peak cycle level.
NEW HOPE CORPORATION LIMITED ((NHC)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S:
2/2/0
While multiples remain attractive for coal miners, Macquarie downgrades New Hope to Neutral from
Outperform following recent strength in the share price.
Despite there being significant earnings and valuation upside at spot prices, the broker's base case assumptions
for thermal coal are muted. Target is raised to $1.70 from $1.50.
THE REJECT SHOP LIMITED ((TRS)) Downgrade to Hold from Buy by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 2/1/0
Ord Minnett observes the turnaround for the company's business remains in its infancy as the fixes to the store
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network, re-setting of the product range and renegotiation of leases will take time to produce results.
Sales revenue is expected to decline by -11% in the second half, affected by the cycling of comparable store
sales growth and lower foot traffic in shopping centre locations.
The business will also be affected by lower gross margins in the second half. The decline in gross profit margins
has been exacerbated in the broker's view by prior management locking in US dollar exposure at what turned
out to be a disadvantage.
Rating is downgraded to Hold from Buy and the target is lowered to $5.70 from $10.34.
WEST AFRICAN RESOURCES LIMITED ((WAF)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S:
0/1/0
In a review of mid/small cap gold stocks, the Macquarie commodities team expects the impetus for gold's
recent rally from inflationary expectations is transitory. While there's an expected interest rate lift, gold
should be pushed lower as the Fed moves towards tapering.
Despite this, the broker believes investors are again willing to pay a valuation premium for leveraged gold
exposures such as gold equities, noting that gold stocks have materially outstripped the recent positive
movement in gold.
Macquarie makes no changes to EPS estimates for gold stocks under coverage. The analyst lowers the rating
for West African Resources from an Outperform to a Neutral on recent share price strength. The target price is
$1.10.
WOOLWORTHS LIMITED ((WOW)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 4/1/1
Credit Suisse assesses the de-merger of the retail liquor & hotels business, Endeavour Group, is an important
catalyst for Woolworths. The broker removes the business from its forecast for Woolworths from FY22
onwards, valuing this as a discontinued operation.
The rating is therefore downgraded to Underperform from Neutral, largely on valuation, while the target is
lowered to $37.98 from $38.05.
Credit Suisse points out Endeavour Group has a varied profit history and reinvestment rates for the retail side
have been considerably lower than in Woolworths supermarkets, while the hotels have received higher levels of
investment despite achieving low returns.
Total Recommendations

Recommendation Changes

Broker Recommendation Breakup

Broker Rating
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Broker Rating
Order
Company
Upgrade
1
AIRTASKER LIMITED
2
BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED
3
DACIAN GOLD LIMITED
4
NATIONAL STORAGE REIT
5
RAMSAY HEALTH CARE LIMITED
6
WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED
Downgrade
7
ASX LIMITED
8
BRICKWORKS LIMITED
9
CLEANAWAY WASTE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
10
FORTESCUE METALS GROUP LTD
11
NEW HOPE CORPORATION LIMITED
12
THE REJECT SHOP LIMITED
13
WEST AFRICAN RESOURCES LIMITED
14
WOOLWORTHS LIMITED

New Rating

Old Rating

Broker

Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Buy

Morgans
Macquarie
Macquarie
Ord Minnett
Citi
Ord Minnett

Sell
Neutral
Sell
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Sell

Neutral
Buy
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Neutral

Morgans
Morgans
Credit Suisse
Morgans
Macquarie
Ord Minnett
Macquarie
Credit Suisse

Recommendation
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
PLS PILBARA MINERALS LIMITED
2
BSL BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED
3
RHC RAMSAY HEALTH CARE LIMITED
4
ING INGHAMS GROUP LIMITED
5
NSR NATIONAL STORAGE REIT
6
WHC WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED

New RatingPrevious
13.0%
50.0%
42.0%
80.0%
-13.0%
100.0%

Rating Change Recs
-25.0%
38.0% 4
17.0%
33.0% 6
25.0%
17.0% 6
67.0%
13.0% 5
-25.0%
12.0% 4
93.0%
7.0% 7

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
TRS THE REJECT SHOP LIMITED
2
MIN MINERAL RESOURCES LIMITED
3
BKW BRICKWORKS LIMITED
4
WOW WOOLWORTHS LIMITED
5
FMG FORTESCUE METALS GROUP LTD
6
CWY CLEANAWAY WASTE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
7
GXY GALAXY RESOURCES LIMITED
8
CBA COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA

New RatingPrevious Rating Change Recs
67.0%
100.0%
-33.0% 3
20.0%
40.0%
-20.0% 5
60.0%
80.0%
-20.0% 5
42.0%
58.0%
-16.0% 6
14.0%
29.0%
-15.0% 7
21.0%
36.0%
-15.0% 7
25.0%
33.0%
-8.0% 6
-33.0%
-29.0%
-4.0% 6

Target Price
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
WHC WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED
2
PLS PILBARA MINERALS LIMITED
3
MIN MINERAL RESOURCES LIMITED
4
BKW BRICKWORKS LIMITED
5
NSR NATIONAL STORAGE REIT
6
BSL BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED
7
ING INGHAMS GROUP LIMITED
8
GXY GALAXY RESOURCES LIMITED
9
FMG FORTESCUE METALS GROUP LTD

New TargetPrevious
2.186
1.200
49.640
24.548
2.043
23.573
4.070
3.667
21.879

Target Change Recs
1.943
12.51% 7
1.088
10.29% 4
45.320
9.53% 5
22.808
7.63% 5
1.935
5.58% 4
22.823
3.29% 6
3.975
2.39% 5
3.625
1.16% 6
21.650
1.06% 7

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
TRS THE REJECT SHOP LIMITED

New TargetPrevious Target Change Recs
7.500
9.750
-23.08% 3
29

2

WOW

WOOLWORTHS LIMITED

42.530

42.542

-0.03%

6

Earning Forecast
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
BKW BRICKWORKS LIMITED
2
PLS PILBARA MINERALS LIMITED
3
WSA WESTERN AREAS NL
4
NSR NATIONAL STORAGE REIT
5
APE EAGERS AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED
6
SLC SUPERLOOP LIMITED
7
BSL BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED
8
SGM SIMS LIMITED
9
KAR KAROON ENERGY LTD
10
MIN MINERAL RESOURCES LIMITED

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
150.780
98.620
52.89% 5
-0.373
-0.530
29.62% 4
-1.190
-1.276
6.74% 7
8.375
7.875
6.35% 4
92.638
87.338
6.07% 6
-8.433
-8.900
5.25% 3
215.150
205.733
4.58% 6
106.930
103.147
3.67% 6
7.100
6.867
3.39% 3
623.960
604.640
3.20% 5

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
MP1 MEGAPORT LIMITED
2
TRS THE REJECT SHOP LIMITED
3
WHC WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED
4
GXY GALAXY RESOURCES LIMITED
5
BLD BORAL LIMITED
6
APT AFTERPAY LIMITED
7
SBM ST BARBARA LIMITED
8
IEL
IDP EDUCATION LIMITED
9
AWC ALUMINA LIMITED
10
CRN CORONADO GLOBAL RESOURCES

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
-22.433
-15.262
-46.99% 3
17.633
22.267
-20.81% 3
-9.500
-8.814
-7.78% 7
2.774
3.005
-7.69% 6
20.880
22.417
-6.86% 5
-18.117
-17.260
-4.97% 7
10.112
10.632
-4.89% 5
20.420
20.620
-0.97% 5
8.260
8.337
-0.92% 6
-2.936
-2.910
-0.89% 4

Technical limitations
If you are reading this story through a third party distribution channel and you cannot see charts
included, we apologise, but technical limitations are to blame.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Uranium Week: Bill Gates’ Commitment To
Nuclear
As the uranium spot price rises 13% over the last seven weeks, Bill Gates outlines the role for nuclear power in
the energy transition.
-Bill Gates sees a future with more nuclear power
-G7 communique relating to nuclear
-Uranium spot price rises by 1.3% for the week
At a virtual event hosted last week by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), Bill Gates addressed participants at
the annual Nuclear Energy Assembly on ways to decarbonise the power grid. Gates finds it hard to imagine a
future where this can be achieved affordably without using more nuclear power.
Last week’s Uranium Week article noted the collaboration of TerraPower, founded by Bill Gates 15 years ago,
in a plan to launch a next-generation, small nuclear plant in the US. For further details please refer
to: https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2021/06/08/uranium-week-gates-and-buffett-combine-on-nuclear/
As part of his address, Bill Gates explained he had a strong belief “that nuclear power must play a role in
getting the world to net zero. To reach that goal, we need to work together, just as virologists worked
together to create covid vaccines at the fastest pace in human history. Never before has there been a greater
need to collaborate across the industry - from technologists, to utilities - with a common vision for the role of
nuclear in our electric grid".
Gates went on to detail how "TerraPower's Natrium energy system redefines how nuclear power is designed and
offers a different value proposition. Instead of using a reactor's heat to generate steam and spin a turbine,
Natrium uses it to run a massive molten salt energy storage system, one that is an order of magnitude larger
than the biggest lithium ion battery storage system currently in existence.
"That means Natrium can provide steady baseload power when needed, but it can also ramp up and down as
generation from variable renewable technologies like wind and solar falls, when the wind stops blowing or the
sun stops shining. In addition, Natrium's design reduces the costs and the time of construction for nuclear
power plants, while increasing flexibility to make the plant more valuable to utilities.”
Group of Seven on Nuclear
The Group of Seven nations in a communiqué last week stressed “that international investments in unabated
coal must stop now and we commit now to an end to new direct government support for unabated
international thermal coal power generation by the end of 2021."
The nations vowed to focus on other technologies, including carbon capture, to help speed up the transition
away from coal.
“We will focus on accelerating progress on electrification and batteries, hydrogen, carbon capture, usage and
storage, zero emission aviation and shipping, and for those countries that opt to use it, nuclear power,” the
communiqué said.
Company news
ASX-listed Deep Yellow ((DYL)) announced last week that drilling completed at the Tumas 3 Central deposit in
Namibia is indicating that expectations for the conversion rate to the Indicated Resource category are being
met.
Once the resource upgrade drilling is completed in this area a new Mineral Resource Estimate will be
undertaken for the Tumas 3 West, Central and East Deposits, expected to be released late June.
Uranium pricing
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TradeTech's Weekly Spot Price Indicator is US32.40/lb, an increase of $US0.40 from last week. The Indicator
again reached a year-high for 2021, up 13% in the last seven weeks.
The weekly spot price has risen nearly 7% in 2021, averaging a 0.3% weekly gain. The average Weekly Spot
Price Indicator in 2021 is US29.85/lb, US$0.14 above the 2020 average.
Buying parties were primarily traders and producers, reports independent consultant TradeTech. Financial
entities were mostly absent as buyers. However, reports that Yellow Cake Plc is planning on converting 25m of
shares in order to raise approximately US$100m for uranium purchases was viewed as the impetus for sellers
to raise their offer prices.
In addition, a significant increase in demand by non-US utilities for delivery just outside of the spot delivery
window is exerting upward pressure on spot uranium prices.
A total of just under 1mlbs U3O8 traded in nine transactions over the course of the week.
TradeTech's term price indicators are US$31.50/lb (mid) and US$35/lb (long).
Buyers willing to agree to delivery in the mid-term delivery period continue to see relatively flat prices when
compared to the price increases noted in the spot uranium market. This is especially if the transaction involves
limited quantities and price exposure for the seller, explains TradeTech.
In the long-term delivery time frame, uranium sellers continue to compete aggressively, especially for end
user business regardless of the delivery period. Utilities are receiving multiple offers that are below the
published price indicators.
The current focus by utilities to pick up material that falls just outside of the spot delivery window, but does
not involve multiple deliveries, has made it particularly difficult for incumbent producers to replace legacy
contracts. It also makes it difficult for new emerging producers to secure new multi-year term contracts that
would facilitate financing of their projects.

Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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The Short Report - 17 Jun 2021
See Guide further below (for readers with full access).
Summary:
By Greg Peel
Week Ending June 10, 2021
After some consolidation around the 7300 level, the ASX200 has since pushed ever upward into blue sky to now
find resistance at the 7400 level.
Yet again, short position movements were limited last week, with an ongoing rally clearly keeping shorters at
bay. What we have not seen, however, is any desperate short-covering. Shorters are sticking to their guns on
targeted individual stocks, index notwithstanding.
Last week’s up/down moves represent no more than minimal bracket creep, and no position changed by one
percentage point or more.
To that end, there is little more to say.
Weekly short positions as a percentage of market cap:
10%+
KGN 11.7
RSG 10.5
WEB 10.3
No changes
9.0-9.9
FLT
Out: TPW, EOS
8.0-8.9%
TPW, EOS, ING, TGR
In: TPW, EOS, ING
7.0-7.9%
Z1P, MP1, MTS
Out: ING, IVC, JBH
6.0-6.9%
IVC, JBH, MSB, BVS, A2M
In: IVC, JBH
5.0-5.9%
EML, BGL, ALK, OBL, AVH
Out: PNV
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Out: PNV
Movers & Shakers
Nothing this week.
ASX20 Short Positions (%)
Code Last Week Week Before Code Last Week Week Before
ALL

0.1

0.2

MQG

0.2

0.2

ANZ

0.8

1.0

NAB

0.9

0.9

APT

1.8

1.9

NCM

0.1

0.1

BHP

4.1

4.2

RIO

0.2

0.3

BXB

0.4

0.5

TCL

0.6

0.6

CBA

0.5

0.6

TLS

0.2

0.2

COL

0.6

0.6

WBC

0.8

0.9

CSL

0.2

0.2

WES

0.2

0.3

FMG

0.5

0.6

WOW

0.3

0.3

GMG

0.2

0.2

WPL

1.0

1.0

To see the full Short Report, please go to this link
Guide:
The Short Report draws upon data provided by the Australian Securities & Investment Commission (ASIC) to
highlight significant weekly moves in short positions registered on stocks listed on the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX). Short positions in exchange-traded funds (ETF) and non-ordinary shares are not included.
Short positions below 5% are not included in the table below but may be noted in the accompanying text if
deemed significant.
Please take note of the Important Information provided at the end of this report. Percentage amounts in this
report refer to percentage of ordinary shares on issue.
Stock codes highlighted in green have seen their short positions reduce in the week by an amount sufficient
to move them into a lower percentage bracket. Stocks highlighted in red have seen their short positions
increase in the week by an amount sufficient to move them into a higher percentage bracket. Moves in excess
of one percentage point or more are discussed in the Movers & Shakers report below.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THIS REPORT
The above information is sourced from daily reports published by the Australian Investment & Securities
Commission (ASIC) and is provided by FNArena unqualified as a service to subscribers. FNArena would like to
make it very clear that immediate assumptions cannot be drawn from the numbers alone.
It is wrong to assume that short percentages published by ASIC simply imply negative market positions held by
fund managers or others looking to profit from a fall in respective share prices. While all or part of certain
short percentages may indeed imply such, there are also a myriad of other reasons why a short position might
be held which does not render that position “naked” given offsetting positions held elsewhere. Whatever
balance of percentages truly is a “short” position would suggest there are negative views on a stock held by
some in the market and also would suggest that were the news flow on that stock to turn suddenly positive,
“short covering” may spark a short, sharp rally in that share price. However short positions held as an offset
against another position may prove merely benign.
Often large short positions can be attributable to a listed hybrid security on the same stock where traders
look to “strip out” the option value of the hybrid with offsetting listed option and stock positions. Short
positions may form part of a short stock portfolio offsetting a long share price index (SPI) futures portfolio – a
popular trade which seeks to exploit windows of opportunity when the SPI price trades at an overextended
discount to fair value. Short positions may be held as a hedge by a broking house providing dividend
reinvestment plan (DRP) underwriting services or other similar services. Short positions will occasionally need
to be adopted by market makers in listed equity exchange traded fund products (EFT). All of the above are
just some of the reasons why a short position may be held in a stock but can be considered benign in share
price direction terms due to offsets.
Market makers in stock and stock index options will also hedge their portfolios using short positions where
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Market makers in stock and stock index options will also hedge their portfolios using short positions where
necessary. These delta hedges often form the other side of a client's long stock-long put option protection
trade, or perhaps long stock-short call option (“buy-write”) position. In a clear example of how published
short percentages can be misleading, an options market maker may hold a short position below the implied
delta hedge level and that actually implies a “long” position in that stock.
Another popular trading strategy is that of “pairs trading” in which one stock is held short against a long
position in another stock. Such positions look to exploit perceived imbalances in the valuations of two stocks
and imply a “net neutral” market position.
Aside from all the above reasons as to why it would be a potential misconception to draw simply conclusions
on short percentages, there are even wider issues to consider. ASIC itself will admit that short position data is
not an exact science given the onus on market participants to declare to their broker when positions truly are
“short”. Without any suggestion of deceit, there are always participants who are ignorant of the regulations.
Discrepancies can also arise when short positions are held by a large investment banking operation offering
multiple stock market services as well as proprietary trading activities. Such activity can introduce the
possibility of either non-counting or double-counting when custodians are involved and beneficial ownership
issues become unclear.
Finally, a simple fact is that the Australian Securities Exchange also keeps its own register of short positions.
The figures provided by ASIC and by the ASX at any point do not necessarily correlate.
FNArena has offered this qualified explanation of the vagaries of short stock positions as a warning to
subscribers not to jump to any conclusions or to make investment decisions based solely on these unqualified
numbers. FNArena strongly suggests investors seek advice from their stock broker or financial adviser before
acting upon any of the information provided herein.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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The Wrap: Trade Deal, China, Demergers,
Consumer Spending
Weekly Broker Wrap: Trade deal with the UK, China consumption softens, Woollies calls time on drinks,
consumer spend shift
-Aust/UK FTA viewed as a boot-camp for future UK trade deal negotiators
-Growing concerns pro-growth macro policy in response to China’s prolonged domestic weakness could
backfire
-Competition for household savings expected to become fierce
By Mark Story
Trade deal on training wheels
Given Australia accounts for just 2% of UK exports and 1% of UK imports, the speedily constructed trade deal
between the UK and Australia is understood to have very limited economic implications for now. But according
to DBRS Morningstar, the inherent value embedded within the yet to be inked deal is the opportunity it
provides the UK to gain experience in negotiating trade deals.
As well as this being the first free-trade agreement (FTA) the UK government has negotiated "from scratch"
after Brexit, and Morningstar suspects the conflict-free trade deal with Australia will also be one of the
easiest. While far from perfect, Morningstar suspects the Australia/UK trade deal is all important dummy run
going into more difficult trade deals, especially with the US.
Morningstar also suspects a larger implication of the deal could be that it helps the UK join the Comprehensive
and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP). This outcome would open more export
markets to the UK.
While Australia supports a UK membership of CPTPP, Morningstar notes this would require additional trade
negotiations, which could be more difficult to negotiate than the trade agreement with Australia.
Key highlights of the trade deal include tariff-free trade for all British goods, access to Australian government
procurement contracts for British companies, and greater recognition of UK professional qualifications across
many Australian sectors.
The trade agreement also provides protection from competition to some other industries, particularly to
British farmers. The agreement is also expected to boost the UK services industries, which accounted for 56%
of the total exports to Australia in 2020, while enhanced access could also be favourable to British tech
companies.
China: Weaker consumption outlook
With the pace of covid vaccinations in China rising markedly in May and remaining elevated so far in June, the
prospect of reaching herd immunity in the country this year has increased. While this could bolster
consumption in the second half, Oxford Economics thinks prolonged domestic weakness could create a policy
dilemma for Beijing.
Oxford is concerned that a more pro-growth macro policy in response to prolonged domestic weakness could
increase financial risks and leverage rather than contain them.
Household consumption recovery remains fragile with the latest holiday spending data showing that spending
was still -25% below pre-pandemic levels in June. Real retail sales grew 10.1% year-on-year in May after
expanding 15.8% year-on-year in April.
According to Oxford’s estimate, sales grew 2.1% month-on-month, which is not enough to offset the -4.9%
contraction in April. The recent covid outbreak in Guangdong is also weighing on near-term consumption
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outlook.
But Oxford suspects consumers will eventually become more comfortable with public health conditions and
their own economic situation.
While credit growth decelerated further in May, Oxford still expects domestic demand to gain pace beyond the
current soft patch, but admits headwinds are very strong. Oxford also expects improved profitability and
business confidence to support corporate investment.
But the economic forecaster is concerned corporate investment may not not improve fast enough, and the
other types of investment slow more than expected.
Meanwhile, the recent rise in producer price inflation (PPI) is creating headwinds for Chinese corporates and
will likely squeeze profitability in downstream industries and dampen corporate investment. Oxford thinks cost
pressures are unlikely to rise a lot further, though the risk remains significant.
International commodity prices are expected to stop rising soon as supply picks up in the coming months and
other bottlenecks are resolved.
Overall, consumer price inflation remained subdued, registering 1.3% year-on-year in May. While pork prices
fell back to mid-2019 level, fuel prices surged 21.3% year-on-year, and core (non-food, non-energy) inflation
stood at a modest 0.9% year-on-year.
However, producer price inflation accelerated to 9% year-on-year in May from 6.8% y/y in April, which Oxford
attributes mainly to the recent surge in commodity prices globally. As price increases are highly concentrated
in mining and heavy industry, Oxford thinks it’s unlikely the recent surge in producer prices will lead to
uncomfortably high CPI inflation or large increases in China’s exports prices.
While China’s exports are also facing near-term headwinds, Oxford thinks strong global economic recovery
should support the country’s export outlook and industrial production through this year.
Demergers: A win-win for parent and spin-off entity
Wilsons data reveals that over the last ten years, demergers have typically seen the spin-off entity perform
more strongly, by around 2x, than the parent entity over a 12 and 24-month period. The longer the timeframe
from demerging, the stronger the performance differential tends to be.
As a case in point, Macquarie Atlas Roads, which was spun out of the now delisted Intoll Group early in 2010,
and nowadays operating as Atlas Arteria ((ALX)), is up 155% in the last 24 months.
Two other examples include Orora ((ORA)), which split from Amcor ((AMC)) in December 2013 and
Scentre Group ((SCG)) which split from Westfield ((URW)) a month later:
In the past 24 months both spin-offs are up 94% and 69% respectively. By comparison, in the last 24 months the
parent companies Amcor and Westfield are up 41% and 60% respectively.
Overall, Wilsons data proves convincingly that demergers in Australia typically create value for both the parent
entity and the spin-off. Both companies usually outperform the market in the year post the demerger, and
Wilsons expects the current demerger of liquor business, Endeavour, from Woolworths ((WOW)) to achieve the
same outcome.
Woolworths is proposing to separate Endeavour’s 330 hotels and 1300-plus liquor stores (Dan Murphy’s and
BWS) and shareholders will vote on the split today. Assuming the demerger proceeds, eligible shareholders will
own an equal number of shares in two separate ASX-listed companies.
Post demerger, Woolworths will emerge as a pure-play food retailer with 1200 supermarkets in A&NZ and a
balance sheet in a net cash position (ex-property leases). As per Wilsons commentary, this opens the door for
capital management and several new investment initiatives designed to provide growth optionality/mitigation
against potential technological disruption of the core supermarket business.
Post demerger, Woolworths and Endeavour will most likely be ASX50 and ASX200 companies respectively.
Wilsons also expects the removal of Endeavour - one of the largest gaming machine owners in Australia - from
Woolworths to improve the supermarket operator’s relative Environmental, Social, Governance (ESG) rank
within S&P/ASX50 companies. Conversely, the broker expects Endeavour as a stand-alone hotel operator and
distribution business to benefit from a more focused management and capital allocation policy.
Wilsons expects the pending recovery in volumes post covid to provide an earnings recovery into FY23. The
broker also thinks Endeavour could trade on a premium multiple given the quality of its properties, the relative
security of cash flow, and growth prospects.
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security of cash flow, and growth prospects.
Wilsons argues the long-term growth aspects of Woolworths are marginally lower post demerger. However,
overall, Woolworths is seen as a business that can grow core supermarket revenue at around GDP levels,
equating to mid-high single-digit earnings growth over the medium term.
With $2bn of franking credits, Wilsons believes the potential for an off-market buyback or special dividend by
Woolworths at the upcoming FY21 results is elevated.
Consumer spending: Next shift is underway
According to Deloitte Access Economics research, while consumer spending is expected to grow strongly in
2021-22 as households draw down on savings, retailers will have to compete for consumers’ dollars as more
opportunities for spending open up.
Deloitte’s latest quarterly Retail Forecasts reveals Australian retail spending surged through most of 2020-21
with consumers left with little else to spend on through the pandemic.
The strong outlook for spending relies on households drawing on any war chest of savings as fiscal stimulus
measures unwind and income growth remains muted. All states but Victoria are expected to have retail
spending growth above 4% for 2020-21 with the big winners being Western Australia, Queensland and New
South Wales.
However, Deloitte expects the retailers that profiteered from a restricted economy are likely to face
headwinds in this new financial year. Categories that boomed last year, including supermarkets, specialty
foods and liquor, apparel and household goods, all contracted over the March quarter.
While growth in retail spending is expected to reach a decade high of 5.9% in 2020-21, after such a large surge,
the forecast for 2021-22 growth is a more modest 0.9% gain. Deloitte expects non-food industries to likely
experience the greatest slowdown in retail spending into 2021-22, especially apparel and household goods
retailing.
Deloitte’s notes March quarter data show the spending shift is already underway. The easing of restrictions and
a need for social contact is supporting eating out and other activities at the expense of other retail spending.
Cafe spending is expected to perform more strongly than Deloitte estimated last quarter at the expense of
supermarket spending which is expected to weaken further.
But despite a slowdown in spending growth over 2021-22, with the international borders still closed, and
city-wide lockdowns still happening, Deloitte believes retailers can still expect sales to remain well above
pre-covid levels.
The savings built up by many over the past six months are expected to play a pivotal role in supporting
spending going forward.
While March quarter household disposable income remained strong, growing by 3.4%, Deloitte is witnessing the
driver shifting from government support to employment growth. But given the withdrawal of fiscal support,
Deloitte also expects disposable income growth to slow for the remainder of the year.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE, AND DISCLAIMERS
These Terms and Conditions of Use, and Disclaimers constitutes your agreement with FNArena Ltd
with respect to your use of its FNArena website, its weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call,
as well as any other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on its website, or
anywhere else, from time to time.
Please read the contents of this page carefully as it contains important legal information and
disclaimers. By entering and perusing the website, reading the Australian Broker Call, or, if you are
subscriber, by entering the password protected part of the website, you acknowledge that you have
read, understood and accept this agreement.
By accepting this agreement you acknowledge, understand and accept the following:
1. Reference to “FN Arena” and “FNArena” means reference to FNArena Ltd, its journalists,
directors, other employees, affiliates, agents, associates and subsidiaries.
2. FNArena Ltd is the owner of the FN Arena website and brand name.
3. Reference to “we” or “us” is reference to FNArena.
4. Reference to “this website” or the “FNArena website” means reference to www.fnarena.com, and
includes reference to FNArena’s weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call, as well as any
other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on this website, or anywhere else, from
time to time.
5. Reference to “news periodicals” means reference to FNArena’s weekday periodical, Australian
Broker Call, as well as any other periodicals FNArena may publish from time to time on this website,
or anywhere else, from time to time.
6. Reference to “publications” in this agreement means any material, including articles, published or
put in print on the FNArena website, or anywhere else, whatsoever, and includes FNArena’s
weekday periodical, Australian Broker Call, and any other periodicals FNArena may publish from
time to time.
7. Reference to a “visitor” means, you, a visitor to this website, and includes a subscriber to
Australian Broker Call as well as any other publications or periodicals FNArena may, from time to
time, publish through its website.
8. FNArena is a media company which employs financial journalists to report financial news.
FNArena’s journalists perform the required research and collect the information that is, ultimately,
each day, published on this website and in FNArena’s news periodicals. As is obvious, the process by
which the information is collected and delivered to you is a purely journalistic one and, therefore,
the comments, opinions and recommendations FNArena reports on this website are not the
opinions of FNArena or any of its journalist or other employees. FNArena is ONLY and specifically a

matter‐of‐fact reporter of industry signals suggesting price direction probability of some shares.
FNArena simply delivers the information – it does not create it.
9. Although FNArena obtains the information published herein from sources deemed to be reliable,
and given and received in good faith, it cannot and does not guarantee its accuracy. FNArena does
not take any responsibility either for the financial soundness or for the correctness of statement
made or opinion expressed in the data or content reported by FNArena, and cannot and does not
guarantee the reliability and accuracy of the opinions of the brokers whose opinions,
recommendations and forecasts it reports.
10. FNArena publishes this website, all publications and its periodicals strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial, educational and informational purposes of its subscribers only. Our goal
is to provide the subscribers with a convenient starting point of potentially useful, but not
comprehensive, content that can educate or otherwise enhance a visitor’s knowledge base and
frame of reference.
11. FNArena is NOT a stock broker or financial or trading advisor, nor is it an advisory service of any
kind, and no advice or recommendations on investments or trading are made nor implied on this
website. Nothing contained in this website is intended to be, nor shall it be construed as, advice or
recommendation. Any investment or other decisions made by you must be based solely on your own
evaluation of the targeted subject for investment, and your financial circumstances and investment
objectives, and FNArena will not be held liable for any such investments and decisions.
12. It is distinctly understood and accepted that the shares referred to in the FNArena website,
FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals have not been recommended by FNArena. The content
and or any comments found of this website, including the content and/or comments published in
any publication and/or periodicals published by FNArena, do not constitute a recommendation or
endorsement by FNArena with respect to any company, security, share or investment or any
financial or investment product.
13. This website makes no representations, and, to the extent allowed by the law, specifically
disclaims all warranties, express, implied or statutory, regarding the accuracy, timeliness,
completeness, merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose of any material contained in the
website.
14. Before making an investment decision, you must do your own research and rely on your own
examination of the share, and the risk involved, and not on what you read on the FNArena website,
or in any publication or periodical. The content of this website is provided strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial educational and informational purposes only and FNArena shall not be
held liable for any investment decisions, sales or purchase decisions, which you may have made
based on what you have read on this website or in the periodicals published by FNArena from time
to time, or in any other publications FNArena may publish on its website, or anywhere else, from
time to time. Anyone who makes investment decisions based on what they read on this website
does so at their own risk, and agrees that they cannot hold FNArena responsible and/or liable for
any loss whatsoever.

15. It is your responsibility to evaluate the completeness, accuracy and usefulness of any content
made available on this website. If you are unsure, or in doubt about the meaning of any information,
you should consult your financial advisor.
16. FNArena does not guarantee any returns on investments made in any share mentioned on this
website by the visitors. As any investor well knows, any investment opportunity, strategy or concept
involves a degree of risk and investors should not invest any funds unless they can afford to take the
risk of losing their investment. FNArena strongly suggests that you consult your own financial
advisors regarding the soundness of any intended investments, strategies or concepts, and discuss
with such advisor your individual investment needs and goals. You may also wish to consult the
broker who expressed the opinion we have reported on in the news periodicals we publish.
17. FNArena shall not be held liable to any visitor of the FN Arena website, or any reader of its
periodicals and/or publications, or anyone else who may have relied on this website, directly or
indirectly, for any inaccuracies in the printed material found on the FN Arena website, in the
periodicals and/or other publications, any typing errors, omissions, interruptions, timeliness,
completeness, deletions, defects, failure of performance, computer virus, communication line
failures, alterations of, or use of any content herein, regardless of cause, for any loss or damage
resulting therefrom.
18. Under no circumstances, including, but not limited to negligence, shall FNArena be liable for any
direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages that result from the use of, or the
inability to use, the FNArena website, and any or the FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals.
19. As a condition of use of the FNArena Website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals, you agree
to indemnify FNArena and all those affiliated with it from and against any and all liabilities, expenses
(including legal costs) and damages arising out of claims resulting from your use of the FNArena
website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals. If you are uncertain about this agreement or the
contents of the FNArena’s website, or are dissatisfied in any shape or from, with the content of the
FNArena website, or any of the publications or periodicals, or you do not agree with these terms and
conditions, your sole and exclusive remedy is to discontinue using the FNArena website, FNArena’s
publications and periodicals.
20. FNArena may, from time to time, publish advice, opinions and statements of various third
parties, other than the ten stock brokers, and various other information and content providers.
FNArena does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any advice, opinion, statement
or other information provided by these third parties. Reliance upon any such opinion, advice,
statement, or other information is at your own risk.
21. The FNArena website may contain links and pointers to websites maintained by third parties.
FNArena does not operate or control in any respect any information, products or services on such
third‐party websites. Third party links are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services provided by the third party link
owners or operators. FNArena has no control over any websites that we might link to and does not

take responsibility for their quality, content or suitability.
22. FNArena is not responsible for claims made by advertisers on the FN Arena website or in any of
its periodicals. Such advertisements are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services advertised. FNArena does not
check the accuracy of the statements made by the advertisers. You assume sole responsibility for
the access and use of third party links and pointers from the FN Arena website, as well as any
purchases you may make from those third parties (including advertisers).
23. All the content, information and material made available on this website are provided to you “as
is” and without warranty of any kind from FNArena whether express or implied, including, but not
limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, title, non‐
infringement, security or accuracy, nor does FNArena endorse or take any responsibility for the
accuracy or reliability of any opinion, advise or statement made through the FN Arena website, its
periodicals, or for making good all or part of any loss and/or damage that may have been caused by
the visitor’s reliance on any information, advise, product or service obtained from a linked website.
24. FNArena is not liable for any copyright infringements incurred by any outside content or
information contributors, or by third parties who have links to this website, or advertise on this
website.
25. FNArena reserves the right to make any and all changes to the FN Arena website, including the
publications and periodicals, at its sole discretion without notice to you. FNArena reserves the right
to deny access to this website or its information to anyone at any time.
26. This agreement shall be deemed to include all other notices, policies, disclaimers, and other
terms contained in the FNArena website, provided, however, that in the event of a conflict between
such other terms and the terms of this agreement, the terms of this agreement shall prevail.
27. FNArena shall have the right, at its discretion, to change, modify, add or remove terms of this
agreement at any time. Changes shall be effective immediately. Notification of any such changes
shall be made herein, therefore, you are strongly advised to read these terms each time you wish to
access the FN Arena website or any periodical.
28. No permission is granted to copy, distribute, modify, post or frame any text, graphics, video,
audio, software code, or viewer interface design or logos. The entire FNArena website, including the
publications and periodicals, is subject to copyright with all rights
reserved. The information contained in the website, including the publications and periodicals, shall
not be published, rewritten for broadcast or publication or redistributed in any medium, or for any
other reason whatsoever, without prior written permission from FNArena.
29. All original content is the copyrighted property of FNArena.
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